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1. Introduction 
A set of infinite matrices which is closed under finite sum and finite 
product will be called a generalised ring, or g-ring. A non-associative g-ring 
is one containing at least one trio of matrices A, B, 0 such that 
(AB)OioA(BO). We also define a conditional g-ring as one for which the 
series 1:; ai.i b;.k 1) occurring in at least one product matrix AB of the 
g-ring are not all absolutely convergent. I have previously pointed out 
[1] that a good deal of the theory of KoTHE-TOEPLITZ rings (cf. [2], 
chapter 6) can be adapted to cover g-rings. 
iJ- will denote a g-ring which contains the scalar matrices and is bounded, 
i.e., to every matrix A of iJ- corresponds a non-negative number \A\, 
called its bound, satisfying the following conditions, where A, B are 
matrices of iJ-, c any scalar and I the unit matrix: (i) \cA\ = \c\·\A\, 
(ii) \A+B\<\A\+\B\, (iii) \AB\<\A\·\B\, (iv) \ai,;i<\A\ for all elements 
ai.i of A, (v) \I\= 1, ([3], 26). From properties (i), (ii), the bound is a 
norm of the linear space of iJ- ([3], 317). If iJ- is also associative and its 
linear space is complete, the remaining properties cover the extra con-
ditions required for iJ- to be a Banach algebra, ([2], 354). Bounds have 
been used to obtain results on reciprocals of infinite matrices ([3], 25-31), 
and conditions for the existence of a bound on iJ" have recently been 
investigated by H. F. GREEN, [4]. A well-known example of a bounded 
g-ring is the associative ring of K,-matrices, defined by the condition 
that the upper bound of Mi=l:;\ai,;\ (i=1, 2, ... )is finite. This upper 
bound is the K,-bound of A. 
However, no example has previously been given of a non-associative 
bound, i.e., a bound on a non-associative g-ring. The existence of such a 
bound, on a non-associative g-ring U, is established in § 2, below. The 
linear space of U turns out to be complete, and we have, in effect, a 
"non-associative Banach algebra". 
Further types of g-ring are introduced in the following sections, including 
an example of a bounded conditional g-ring, and finally I give two 
theorems on bounds of convergent sequences of infinite matrices in a 
given g-ring iJ-. 
1) I; denotes ~1 throughout. 
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2. Construction of a bounded non-associative g-ring 
(2.I) Examples of non-associative g-rings have been given by P. 
VERMES [5], and later by J. CoPPING [6] and myself [I], [7], but none 
of these appears to be bounded. I give below a generalisation S of my 
g-ring R [7], and then a new example U of a non-associative g-ring, whose 
structure is based on that of S and for which a bound can be determined. 
It turns out that all the elements of U are Kr or K 0-matrices, or sums 
of these. 
(2.2) Let B be a Kr,c-matrix 2 ) such that E; lEi bi,il < oo and, in 
addition, there exists an associated !51-matrix [7] A defined by ai.i = t., 
where Eiti<oo, such that (a) E.IE;bi,;t;i <oo, (b) E;Eibi,;t;=!=EiE;bi,iti. 
(2.3) An example is given by B=KD(±niX), where K is the Knopp-
matrix given by ki,;= I/(i2-j2) if i =I= j, ki,i= 0, and D(± niX) is the diagonal 
matrix [( -I)"-1 n'"], where O<x<!. An associated !51-matrix is then 
defined by ti = (-I )i-1 i-IX. In [7], I used this example to generate an 
unrestricted g-ring, i.e., one which is both conditional and non-associative. 
More generally, we have 
Theorem 2, I. Let B be a matrix as defined by (2.2) and A an 
associated !51-matrix. Then an unrestricted g-ring S, with unit element, is 
formed by elements kl + Ei~ 1 c;A;, where each A; is a finite product formed 
from A and powers of B in any order, and k, C; are arbitrary scalars. 
The proof follows the same lines as for R, [7], and will therefore only 
be given here in outline. 
(2.4) Since E; JE. bi.i1 < oo, AB is a !5r-matrix ([7], 585}. 
(2.5) Using condition (a) of (2.2), BA is !51 and Kc, and (BA)B= B(AB) 
is !5r and K 0 • 
(2.6) It follows, with the help of the theorems of [7], section 2, that 
all products concerned exist. 
(2.7) Now let Eibi,;t;=<X;, E;bi,;t;={Ji. Then [A(BA)] •. ;=tiEk{Jk and 
[(AB)Al.;=t.Ekxk, so that A(BA)=!=(AB)A. 
(2.8} The existence of S as a non-associative g-ring now follows. It 
remains to prove that it is also conditional. 
It is impossible to choose {t.}, satisfying the conditions of (2.2}, such 
that Et,, is absolutely convergent. For otherwise S would be a non-
associative g-ring all of whose elements were K 0-matrices; this gives a 
contradiction, since the ring of all K 0-matrices is associative ([3], 29). 
Thus the series concerned in A 2 are not absolutely convergent. It follows 
that S is also a conditional g-ring, and so unrestricted, as required. 
If p> I, B'P is Kr,c and (ABP)A = {(ABP-1)B}A = (ABP-1)(BA) = 
=A{B~>-1(BA)}=A(B'PA), the products being associative by absolute 
convergence. Thus maximal associative sub-g-rings of S are generated 
(i) by elements pl+qA+Ei~2 c;Bi, (ii) by elements pl+Ei~1 c;Bi, where 
p, q, C; are arbitrary scalars. 
2) · i.e., both Kr and K 0• 
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(2.9) We now construct a new non-associative g-ring U (which turns 
out to be bounded), with the help of the K 0-matrix X, the K,. 0-matrix Y 
and the K,-matrix Z, defined as follows, where ti, bi.i have the properties 
given in (2.2), except that the convergence of .Eti can be replaced by 
the weaker requirement that I til is bounded. 
(i) X is defined by x2•2k_ 1 =x4•2k_ 1 =1 (k=1,2, ... ); all other xi.i=O. 
(ii) Y is formed from B by bordering with five rows and columns of 
zeros, inserting after each row another whose elements are the same 
except for a change of sign, and then writing each column twice, thus 
y - bl,l' - bl,2' - b1,2' 
b2.1' b2,1' b2,2' b2.2' 
- b2,1' - b2,2' - b2.2' 
(iii) Z is defined by z2kH. 1 = tk, z2kH.a = - tk (k = 1, 2, ... ) ; all other zi.i= 0. 
(2.10) The following multiplication table is easily verified. 
X y z XY YZ X(YZ) 
X 0 Kr.c 0 0 Kr,c 0 
y 0 0 Kr,c 0 0 0 
z 0 0 0 0 0 0 
XY 0 0 Kr,c 0 0 0 
YZ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
X(YZ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Also if ((XY)Z=P, X(YZ)=Q, we have 
(2.11) P2.1 =Pu = -.Eirxi, P2.a = P4.a = };i rxi, all other Pi.i = 0, 
(2.12) q2,1 = q4.1 =- .Ei/3;, q 2•3 = q4 , 3 =.Ed3i, all other qi.i=O, 
so that X(YZ) ~ (XY)Z, but one is a scalar multiple of the other. 
Since all possible products of powers of X, Y, Z exist, we thus have 
Theorem 2, II. The matrices ki+c1 X+c2 Y+c3 Z+c4 XY+c5 YZ+ 
+ c6(XY)Z, where k, C; are arbitrary scalars, form a non-associative g-ring 
U with unit element. 
(2.13) The following sets of elements of U form groups with respect 
to multiplication, where ai, bi, c;, di are arbitrary scalars: (i) I+ a1 Z + 
+a2 YZ+a3(XY)Z, (ii) I +b1 X +b2 XY +b3(XY)Z, (iii) I +c1 Y +c2 XY-+ 
+c3 YZ+c4(XY)Z, .(iv) I +d1 X +d2Z+d3(XY)Z. This follows with the 
help of (2.10) and the fact that, if A is nilpotent of order 2, then I +A 
has a two-sided reciprocal I- A. It is easy to show that the reciprocal 
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is unique in the given set of matrices; for example, considering (iv), 
{I+d1 X+d2Z+d3(XY)Z} {I+d;X+d~Z+d~(XY)Z} = I+(d1 +d;)X+ 
+ (d2 +d~)Z+ (d3 +d~)(XY)Z, =I if and only if a;= -dv d~= -d2, d~= -d3• 
(2.14) We now define a bound on U (the U-bound). If A is a matrix 
of U, we write ]AI for the U-bound of A; if A is also a K,-matrix, we 
write IIAII for the K,-bound of A. 
Let B be any one of the K,-matrices I, Y, Z, XY, YZ, X(YZ). Then we 
define ]cB] =lei· II Bll, where c is any scalar. 
We define ]XI =max {1f~1, ~~~fll, 1}, ]eX]= Jci·IXJ, so that ]XI satisfies 
property (iv) of the bound(§ 1), and ]XY].;;;]XI·IYJ, ]X(YZ)J<IXI·IYZj, 
in accordance with property (iii). 
So far, we have defined the bounds of various individual elements of 
U and their scalar multiples; we next give a further definition, to cover 
the bound of the sum of two or more of these. If K1, K 2 are any matrices 
of U, not both scalar multiples of any one of I, X, Y, Z, XY, YZ, (XY)Z, 
we define 
(2.15) 
Since any matrix of U is of the form 
it follows from the above definitions that 
(2.17) ]cAl= ]ci·IAI. 
We have thus so far established that properties (i), (ii), (v) of the bound 
( § 1) are satisfied by the U-bound. Now if C = c1 X+ c2 M, where M is a 
K,-matrix of U, then ]OJ= ]c1J·IXI + ]c2]·]M], from (2.15) and (2.17), 
>]c1]·JXI +]c2]·11MII, from (2.15), > ]ci.il· Thus property (iv) is also satisfied. 
Finally, let A, B be any matrices of U, where A is defined by (2.16) 
and B=k'I +c~X +c;Y +c~Z+c~XY +c~YZ+c~(XY)Z. Then AB=kk'I + 
+ (kc{ +k' c1)X + (kc~+ k' c2)Y + (kc~+k' c3)Z+ (kc~ +c1 c~+k' c4)XY + (kc~ + 
+c2 c~+k'c5)YZ+(k'c6 +c4 c~) (XY)Z+c1c~X(YZ). We first suppose that 
EiEibi.iti=EJJii=O, and write X(YZ)=,u(XY)Z. Then lAB] =]kk'] + 
+ lkc;+k'c1J·IXI + ]kc~+k'c2]·1YI + ]kc~+k'c3]·1ZI + ]kc~+c1 c~+k'c4]· 
·JXYJ + ]kc~+c2 c~ +k' c5l·l YZ] + ]k' c6 +c4c~+ ,uc1 c~J·I(XY)Z] < ]A]·]B], since 
],uc1 c~]·](XY)Zj = ]c1 c~]·],u(XY)Z] = ]c1 c~]·]X(YZ)] < ]c1 c~I·IXI·I YZ]. 
If EJJi=O, then (XY)Z=O and the result ]AB].;;;]AI·IBI again follows, 
similarly. 
Property (iii) of the bound therefore also holds, and the existence of a 
non-associative bound is thus established. 
(2.18) Let B<t> = k(f)I+ci1>X+c~lY+c~>Z+c~>XY+c~>yz+c~>(XY)Z 
(t= 1, 2, ... ) be a sequence in U such that JB<m>-B<n>] __,.. 0 as m, n __,.. = 
independently. Then, with the help of (2.15), it follows that k<t> __,.. k, 
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c11l ----7- ci, and so the sequence tends strongly to kl + c1 X+ c2 Y + c3Z + c4 X Y + 
+c5 YZ+c6(XY)Z, which belongs to U. The linear space of U is thus 
complete. In addition, the U-bound satisfies the conditions for a norm 
on a Banach algebra ( [3], 317; [2], 354). It follows that U has all the 
properties of a Banach algebra except that the products of elements are 
not all associative, i.e., U is a "non-associative Banach algebra". 
(2.19) Example. Let t;=1 (i=1, 2, ... ), bn+l.n=1, bn,n+l= -1 
(n= 1, 2, ... ), b;,; =0 otherwise. Then B is K,,c; L';IL';b;,;l = 1, L';IL';b;,;t;l = 1 
L'; .Eibi.iti = 1, L';L'; bi.iti= -1 and t; is bounded. Thus the required conditions 
for constructing U are satisfied (cf. (2.2), (2.9)). Using these values of 
b;,;, t;, all the elements of X, Y, Z, XY, YZ, (XY)Z, are -1, 0 or + l. 
3. Further non-associative g-rings 
(3.1) Stringent conditions on b;,;, t; were retained when constructing 
the g-ring U so that a bound could be placed on U. If we no longer restrict 
ourselves to bounded g-rings, these can be considerably relaxed. In fact, 
a non-associative g-ring Vis still generated by the unit matrix and X, Y, Z 
as defined in (2.9), subject only to the following conditions on bi,i' t;: 
(i) lbui<M; (j=1,2, ... ), 
(3.2) ( ii) I ~ b;. i I < M, independently of j, 
i 
The multiplication table (2.10) still holds, except that XY, YZ, X(YZ), 
(XY)Z are no longer necessarily Kr.c· 
(3.3) Example. Lett;= 2i, b;,; = (i-j)j2i(i+j) (i+j+1) (i+j+2). 
Then lbi,;l<1, .Eib;,;=1j2i(j+1)(j+2)<1, L';L';bi,it;=-i (cf. [8], 180), 
L';L';bi.;t;=L';1J2i(j+1)(j+2), which converges to a positive sum. Thus 
all the conditions of (3.2) are satisfied. 
(3.4) We can extend the g-ring V by adjoining any matrices obtained 
from Y by replacing bi.i by some ci,i such that (i) \c;,;\ <N; (j = 1, 2, ... ), 
(ii) I.E; c;,;l < N independently of j, (iii) L'; L'; c;,; t;, L'; L'; ci.i t; < oo. It is easily 
verified that all the products concerned exist. 
(3.5) The matrices L, M, N defined below (L, N being neither row-
nor column-finite) obey the same multiplication table as X, Y, Z, subject 
to the conditions of (3.2). The matrices kl +c1 L+c2 M +c3 N +c4 LM + 
+c5 MN +c6(LM)N form a non-associative g-ring W, which is isomorphic 
to V, and can similarly be extended, by analogy with (3.4). 
(i) L is defined by Z4k. 2n~t = 1 (k, n = 1, 2, ... ), all other Zu = 0. (ii) M is 
obtained from B by writing each column twice, then inserting after 
each row (b;) (i=l, 2, ... ) three rows whose elements are respectively 
- b;,;, b;,;, - b;,;, and finally diluting with two columns of zeros after 
each pair of columns. 
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Thus 
bl,l' bl,l' 0, 0, bl,2' bl,2' 0, 0, 
- bl,l' - bl,l' 0' 0' - bl,2' - bl,2' 0' 0' 
M bl,l' bl,l' 
0, 0, bl,2' bl,2' 0, 0, 
- bl,l' - bl,l' 0, 0' - bl,2' - bl,2' 0, 0, 
b2,1' b2,1' 0, 0, b2,2' b2,2' 0, 0, 
(iii) N is defined by n4k- 2, 4v_ 3 =tk, n4k- 2, 4v_ 1 = -tk (k, p= 1, 2, ... ), all 
other ni,i=O. 
4. A bounded conditional g-ring 
In this section, we give a simple example of a conditional g-ring on 
which a bound can be set. 
Let A=l:,t, be a conditionally convergent series, such that 1;.,1 ;;.bd ltil, 
defining the CJ1-matrix [7] • 
(4.1) T~'=).,~>-1T, where p is any positive integer, and a conditional 
g-ring 0 is thus generated by elements al + bT, where a, b are arbitrary 
scalars. 
(4.2) We define the bound of al +bT as lal +IAbl, and show that this 
satisfies the conditions for a bound given in § l. Conditions (i), (ii), (v) are 
clearly satisfied; so is (iii), since 1(~/ +b1 T) (a2 1 +b2 T)I =la1 a2 1 +(b1 a2+ 
+ a1 b2 +Ab1 b2)TI = la1 a21 + l).,(b1 a2 +~ b2 +Ab1 b2)1 < l~a2 1 + 1Aa2 b1l + 1;.,~ b2l + 
+ 1;.,2 b1 b2l = {1~1 + IAb11} {la21 + IAb2l} =I~ I+ b1 Tl·la2 1.+ b2 TI. 
Finally, (al +bT),,1=bt, (i#j) and (a/ +bT) •.• =a+bt •. Now la+btil < 
< lal +lbl·lt.l< lal +lbi·IAI, by hypothesis, = lal +bTl. Thus condition (iv) 
is also satisfied, and the existence of a bounded conditional g-ring is 
established. 
5. Bounds of infinite matrix sequences 
(5.1) If a sequence of matrices B(n> (n= 1, 2, ... ) belongs to ty,- and 
b~~} tends to a limit bi,i as n-+ =for every i, j, the sequence is co-ordinate 
convergent, or c-cgt, to B = (bi,i); if B is bounded, it will be called the 
limit of the sequence. If, further, IB(n>l <M, a positive number, for every 
n implies that B is in ty and that I Bl < M, the bound is semi-closed with 
respect to ty, ([3], 27). 
(5.2) If 0("> is a sequence of matrices which is c-cgt to a limit-matrix 
0; it is known that lim IO(n>J is not necessarily equal to 101, ([3], 28). 
tl-i-00 .. 
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As an example, we consider the K,-bound of the sequence of matrices 
A<•J (r= 1, 2, ... ) of the "discontinuous" Riesz means, defined by 
(5.3) a!:!1c =(I -~r- (1-k~l)' (k+1<n}; a!:.11c = O(k+l~n), 
(n,k=1,2, ... ). 
We have E~cla!:!~cl = Eka!:!1c= ( 1- ~r -(~)' < l and ~ 1 as n~oo, so the 
K,-bound is 1 for all fixed r. On the other hand, for any given n, k, a!:_1k ~ 0 
as r ~ oo, so the limit-matrix, A, is the zero-matrix. Thus lim jA<•lj = 1, 
r->00 
while IAI = 0. It is interesting to observe that, had we allowed k to take 
the value 0 as well as 1, 2, ... in (5.3), the bound of the limit-matrix 
would have been 1, and so in this case equal to the limit of the bounds 
of the sequence. 
The following example, again referring to the K,-bound, shows that 
the limit of the bounds of a c-cgt sequence need not even exist. Let 
n<nl (n= l, 2, ... ) be the sequence of diagonal matrices defined by 
(5.4) (k""n). 
The sequence is c-cgt to the zero-matrix, since, for any fixed k, 
lim d~111 =0, but lim jD<nlj does not exist, the sequence of the bounds 
n-+oo n~oo 
being 0, 2, 0, 2, .... 
A c-cgt sequence of matrices B<nJ such that lim jB<nJI and jBj both exist 
n-co 
will be called bound-convergent, or b-cgt. 
Theorem 5, I. If B<nJ is a sequence in ir which is c-cgt to a matrix B, 
the bound being semi-closed with respect to ir, then lBl .;;;;lim inf jB<nlj. 
Let lim inf jB<nll =m. Then there is a sub-sequence of B<nl, say B<no,) 
(LX= l, 2, ... ), which is c-cgt to Band is such that jB<n,.JI ~mas LX~ oo. 
Thus, given any positive number e, we can find LX0 such that jB<"a1j <m+e 
for allLX>LX0• Writing B<n,.,+•1=C<n,l, c<n,l is also c-cgt to Bas r~oo; also 
jC<n,JI <m+e (r= l, 2, ... ). As the bound is semi-closed, it follows that 
IBI .;;;;m+e, and, since e can be arbitrarily small, we therefore have 
IBI .;;;:lim inf jB<"1j, as required. 
Corollary. If B<nl is a b-cgt sequence, under a semi-closed bound, then 
jBj < lim jB<nlj. 
n->-oo 
Finally, we give a condition for the equality of lim jB<nJI and jBj. 
n-co 
We will say that a sequence B<nJ in ir converges completely to B if I Bj 
exists and I B<nl- Bl ~ 0 as n ~ oo. 
Theorem 5, II. If B<nl converges completely to B, then (a) B<nl is 
c-cgt to B, (b) B<nJ is b-cgt, (c) lim jB<"JI = jBj. 
ft-+00 
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As B(n> converges completely to B, jB("1-Bj-+0, and this implies that 
jb~~}-b,,;j -+ 0 for every i, j, by property (iv) of the bound (§ 1). Thus 
b~~J -+ bi,i for every i, j, and (a) follows. Now we have 
(5.5) jB(nJI=IB(ni_B+BI<IB(ni_BI+IBI, by property (ii) of the 
bound; also 
(5.6) jBj =IB-B(n>+B(nlj <; jB-B(n>j + jB(n)l =IB(ni_Bj + jB(n>j. Since 
jB(ni_BI-+ 0 as n-+ oo, it follows from (5.5), (5.6) that lim jB(n>j exists, 
n~oo 
and equals IBI; thus (b), (c) are also established. 
That the converse of this theorem is false is shown by considering the 
K,-bound of the sequence of diagonal matrices D(n>, where din>= d~n> = l, 
dk"1=0 (bH or n). 
I express my thanks to Dr. R. G. CooKE and Dr. P. VERMES for helpful 
criticism received during the preparation of this paper. 
Birkbeck College, University of London 
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